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Splashing through
Rock Creek used
to be both a delight
and a danger for
area drivers.

F

or centuries, a stream powerful enough to turn
mill wheels also created a barrier for travelers
trying to go east and west through what is now
Northwest Washington. When farmers filled their
wagons with crops and millers loaded grain for market, they looked for the
points where Rock Creek was shallowest. There they forded the stream — and,
early in the history of Rock Creek Park, some of these locations were improved
into more formal fords.

Many people alive today recall with some glee driving to
the zoo or even commuting through some of Rock Creek’s
fords. But, as the Evening Star wrote in 1956 about the zoo
fords, “the slightest flash rain usually is enough to force zoo
police to haul out the ford barriers and route disgruntled
motorists back to city streets.” The Star noted that both zoo
fords had been closed all day for 122 days of the previous
year and closed part of the day on 62 other occasions.

Narrow Escapes
Any ford can be dangerous. In June 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt was riding a skittish horse that had second
thoughts about crossing Broad Branch Ford. It reared and fell, throwing both Teddy and his mount into the
stream. As the Washington Post reported, “the President’s fall … took him completely clear of the horse, and
to that circumstance he probably owes his life.”
A flooded ford was especially treacherous. Also in 1908 at the same location, high water swept an automobile into the surging creek. According to the Post, two occupants jumped into the water, and “standing waist
deep … rescued their wives, carrying them to shore in
their arms.” After heavy thunderstorms in 1939, a car
stalled on Klingle Ford. The Evening Star noted that just
before the vehicle went careening “downstream like a
wood box,” the driver “picked up his dog Mickey and
waded ashore.”

Lingering into the Recent Past
One by one, the fords were replaced. A bridge built
in 1926 allowed drivers to bypass Milkhouse Ford —
though a wet crossing remained an option until 1994.
Today you can look, but not cross.

The Ford at the Milkhouse
One of the oldest crossings is the only one that has been preserved. Milkhouse
Ford — named after an actual milkhouse on Rock Creek that chilled dairy products with the stream’s cool water — was originally part of Milkhouse Ford Road,
a historic east-west route replaced during the Civil War by nearby Military Road.
Instead of building a bridge across Rock Creek as Beach Drive was extended
north, Milkhouse Ford was paved in 1904. Concrete was laid below the normal
water level of the creek some six to eight inches thick, 24 feet wide and 74 feet
long. The goal was to provide a solid surface where the creek would flow no
more than three inches deep most of the year. You can still see remnants of a
similar ford constructed at the foot of Blagden Avenue, near where Broad Branch
flows into Rock Creek.

Other Splash-throughs
Farther south was Klingle Ford, whose historic name is shared today with the
Klingle Mansion, built in 1823, and Klingle Road, laid out in 1831. While
travelers along Rock Creek had to depend on the ford, Klingle Road had its
own bridge, referenced in the first sentence of the 1890 law that
On this 2012 map showing authorized Rock Creek Park as “beginning at Klingle Ford Bridge,
historic trails in existence
and running northwardly.”
before 1890, major fords
are denoted by large blue
stars and minor fords
by small stars.
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Two other fords, one just above and the other just below the National
Zoo, required travelers on Beach Drive to forge through the water.
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Cars in the 1920s using
Broad Branch Ford to cross
Rock Creek just south of where
the two streams intersect.
The bridge in the background
spanned Broad Branch.

The Porter Street bridge replaced Klingle Ford in 1947. The intersection of
Broach Branch Road and Beach Drive was re-engineered in the mid-1950s,
replacing both Broad Branch Ford and the adjacent Pebble Dash Bridge.
Finally, it took the completion of the zoo tunnel in 1966 for travelers on Beach
Drive to forgo the zoo fords.

Proposals to build the zoo tunnel had accelerated with the opening of the Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway
in 1936. But the Parkway also inspired controversial plans to extend the highway north along the creek.
Before a tunnel could be built, the question that had to be answered was: what kind of road would the
tunnel lead to? For three decades it was unclear whether it would continue as a shady, two-lane road — or
transform into a four-lane expressway connecting with Klingle Road or Colorado Avenue or perhaps continuing north along Oregon Avenue into Maryland as far as East-West Highway or even to the future I-270.
A final answer was elusive because all parties had to agree: the District, the National Park Service and (since
the route went through the zoo) the Smithsonian — with the National Capital Park and Planning Commission
and Maryland authorities also weighing in. This stalemate prevented the construction of an expressway until
attention turned instead to building the Beltway and Metro. Thus Beach Drive stayed a sylvan two-lane road
and the fords remained open well into the 1960s as a vestige of Rock Creek history.
Volkswagen in Milkhouse Ford (9/26/1965) and Historic trail map (2012): National Park Service; ford near Broad Branch (1920s):
Washingtoniana Collection, DC Public Library; news articles (clockwise from upper left): Washington Post 5/8/1908, 6/4/1908,
9/30/1902, Evening Star 4/1/1912.
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Where did the rocks in
Rock Creek come from?

Right: Fractured rock visible
along Beach Drive.
Far right: A view of some of the
bends in Rock Creek as it meanders
33 miles from Laytonsville, Maryland to the Potomac River, enlarged
by more than 30 tributaries.
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Geology

Geology has created opportunity. Colonial settlers took advantage of the
rushing water by erecting mills along the banks of Rock Creek. Water
percolating through terraces and coursing through fissures formed springs
that were once an important part of the Washington water supply. Some of
the rock outcrops were utilized by ancient Native Americans who shaped
quartzite stones into tools and spearheads and worked soapstone into
cooking pots.

T

Through heat, pressure and faulting within the rock, the stone itself
fractured and deformed. Today some of the exposed rock still reveals the
effects of these geologic processes in kinks and folds, in veins of quartz
and other minerals that filled in the spaces, in reddish-brown dots of
embedded garnet, and at sites where blocks of rock are offset along faults.

Over the past two centuries, newer quarry sites provided the familiar
“Rock Creek granite” (technically, Kensington Tonalite) used for structures, chimneys, walls and bridges within the Park. At least 17 quarries
were in operation in the Rock Creek Park area barely a century ago —
and we can visit what remains of some of them along Broad Branch,
above the Melvin Hazen tributary and just upstream from Montrose Park.

The action of rain, gravity and flowing water, along with repeated freezing and thawing, began weathering the rock at its weakest points along
cracks and folds. Some of the rock was more resistant to erosion, making
it impossible for the streams to carve out broad, flat channels. Instead,
the Park’s creek beds twist and turn.

The proximity of Piedmont and Coastal Plain has given Rock Creek Park
a rich diversity in minerals and rock in a relatively small area. It also
helps explain some of the variety of plant life, with coastal vegetation
coexisting with more mountain-loving plants.

Plains, Rapids and Terraces

Only occasionally can we observe Rock Creek flowing with the power
that once turned mill wheels. Springs and entire tributaries of the creek
have disappeared or declined — some of them paved over or replaced by drainage
and sewer pipes. Piney Branch, for example, was once an extensive water system
in its own right. Today its natural course upstream ends at 16th Street — though
its former path is traced northeast by Arkansas Avenue. One sign of progress is the
“daylighting” of a 1,600-foot section of Broad Branch that had been diverted into
a pipe during the 1930s. In 2014, the stream was brought back into the open air,
restoring a natural part of the geology of Rock Creek Park.

Just east of the Park, the Piedmont meets the younger and flatter Coastal
Plain, made up of sandstone and other sedimentary rock deposited less
than 100 million years ago and prone to more uniform erosion. At the
boundary where the two formations intersect, waterways spill out from
the Piedmont in rapids and waterfalls.
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The intersection of the Piedmont and Coastal Plain coincides with a large
system of faults running down the center of the Park, called the Rock Creek
Shear Zone. The wildest parts of Rock Creek — between Boulder Bridge
and Military Road — show ample evidence of the Shear Zone and the
transition from Piedmont to Plain, as whitewater splashes among countless
boulders severed and smoothed from the remains of ancient mountains.

(Geo-)Logical Conclusions

he huge boulders and large outcrops of granite and other bedrock
within Rock Creek Park were once part of mountains formed when
volcanic islands slammed into the North American coastline about
450 million years ago. Over time, the mountains eroded, leaving behind
the rolling hills of the Piedmont.

The geology of Washington illustrates continuous
shifts over time. Over the past few million years,
periodic drops in sea levels and local uplifts
caused the streams and rivers to cut deeper channels into the landscape, eroding ancient bedrock.
With each round of change, the previous flat river

bottom was left high and dry. The result was a series of broad terraces
across the city, rising like steps from the Potomac. One place to appreciate
these plateaus is Meridian Hill Park, which is bordered north and south by
terraces that today give a fine view of old DC.

A contour map of Rock
Creek Park (shown
here from Klingle Valley
to the District line)
reveals the landscape’s
twisting creek beds and
forested terraces.

Creek below Military Rd: Lorraine Swerdloff; Contour map: adapted from DC West (2014), USGS; Rock face
on Beach Dr: Rock Creek Conservancy; Rock Creek (2008): Brian Gratwicke/DCNature.com, Creative Commons
2.5 license, cropped; Pierce-Spring 02 (2013): Slowking4/Wikimedia Commons, Creative Commons 3.0 license.
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Isaac Peirce used stone
quarried along Broad
Branch to build his
spring house in 1801
(located today on
Tilden Street).
Numerous quarry
sites near Rock Creek
provided similar stone
for the construction
of many of the Park’s
buildings, bridges and
retaining walls.
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Beach Drive and other early routes constructed within
the park were originally carriage roads. They opened
the valley to scenic visits by horse and buggy before
automobiles became popular. Equestrian paths were
quickly established, often tracing the routes of historic
trails. An “electric eye” was installed on one bridle
path in 1922 to give traffic on Tilden Street a red light
so that horses could cross.
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Some Horse Center workers
still refer to the “White Horse”
and “Black Horse” trails that
appear on this 1958 Park map.

orses

Rock Creek Park has always
been a place for horses. The
1890 authorization act required
construction of bridle paths
“as soon as practicable.”

When Theodore Roosevelt
died, the Washington Times
put the photo at left on the
front page, calling it “the most
famous picture of Theodore
Roosevelt, specially posed and
taken in Rock Creek Park.”

M

ost rides along the park’s 13 miles of equestrian trails begin at
the Rock Creek Park Horse Center. A mural that fills the office
wall shows five of the most loved horses ever to have lived at the
Center — Jackson, Buster, Hopi, Bennie Fluff and Papa Snoogums.
Each one taught a generation of children how to ride.

Hunts and Horse Shows

In the early decades of the park, horsemen and women
used the area for fox hunts, often gathering at Peirce Mill. The American tradition was to chase, but not kill,
the fox — and sometimes these “hunts” focused more on riding and jumping than following a scent.
After the Brightwood Reservoir opened in 1900 on the west side of 16th Street above Colorado Avenue,
parkland cleared alongside became the site of frequent horse shows up until World War II. Horse exhibitions
have also been held at the Park’s Equitation Field on Ridge Road since the late 1930s. Equitation relates to
a rider’s posture and control — and the name Equitation Field hearkens back to old social gatherings of
horse lovers. Today’s Equitation Field remains a place for people to meet and exercise their horses.

History as Horse Opera
The curious chronology of the Horse Center begins in 1957 with the
announcement that the National Park Service would not only build
the first stable in the park, it would build two of them. One for the upper valley opened in late 1958 near Glover Road, but only after plans
to put the facility next to a Park Police stable on Oregon Avenue were
scuttled by neighbors and by gardeners who would lose their plots.

The Center offers private and group lessons for all ages, mainly in English riding, lower-level jumping and
dressage. You can join in regularly scheduled, supervised rides along park trails. Other programs include pony
rides for kids and riding camps for youngsters, teens and adults. Of the dozens of horses at the Center, about
half are “schoolies” for classes and trail rides. The rest are boarded at the stables.
Therapeutic riding instructors have worked at the Center since 1974, helping clients
ranging from students with emotional, developmental and physical disabilities to America’s wounded warriors. Nancy Reagan was a prominent supporter of the program that
would go on to benefit White House Press Secretary James Brady after he was wounded
in the assassination attempt on President Reagan in 1981.

A horsewoman encounters a car
on Milkhouse Ford around 1960.

Horses have been a familiar sight in Rock Creek Valley for
centuries. Not only did they provide basic transportation, many
were the literal workhorses of the area’s farmers and millers.
Others were part of cavalry units that clashed near the creek
during the Civil War. But Washingtonians also learned early on
that a ride along the few country roads into the valley made for
a pleasant respite from city life.
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The stable in the lower valley was operated by the man behind
Edgewater Riding Academy, which had lost its site to construction
of the Theodore Roosevelt Bridge. The new Edgewater Academy
opened in 1959 in the shadow of the Taft Bridge. Building of the Metro’s
Red Line forced it to close in 1970.

In response, transit officials erected a replacement near the site of the then-bankrupt Glover Road stable. The
Rock Creek Park Horse Center opened in 1972 with 57 horse stalls, two outdoor rings and one indoor ring.
Park Police went on to use the Edgewater property for their new stable which today also provides training for
mounted units from the Army, Secret Service, Capitol
Police and police departments around the country.

Hoofbeats from the Past

You didn’t even need your own horse. By 1863 you could
take a stagecoach from downtown for 75 cents roundtrip to
two destinations overlooking Rock Creek. The Crystal Springs
resort was located near where the tennis stadium is today.
Just to the north was a destination all about horses. The Piney
Branch Trotting Course (later, Brightwood Driving Park)
attracted harness racing fans beginning in the 1840s or 50s
until the track closed in 1909.

Horse and rider compete at the
Equitation Field, October 1967.

The horse trails through Rock Creek Valley continue
to offer a convenient escape into wilderness. From the
saddle, riders gain a point of view and a connection
to the natural world that would have been familiar to
Washingtonians many generations ago.
An 1867 map shows both the Piney Branch Trotting
Course and Crystal Springs resort. Rock Creek is the
curved line at left. Added shading denotes the
approximate location of present-day 16th Street and
Colorado Avenue. 16th Street was extended north
over Piney Branch and through the oval track in 1909,
ending six decades of racing.
Inset: Evening Star advertisement from 1860.
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1958 Bridle Trail map, Fall Horse Show (1967), Milkhouse Ford (circa
1960): National Park Service; Theodore Roosevelt on horseback
jumping over a split rail fence (1902), portion of Topographical
sketch of the environs of Washington, D.C. (N. Michler, 1867):
Library of Congress; Evening Star ad: 7/31/1860; scene at Horse
Center: David Swerdloff.
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Classes at the Rock Creek Park Horse Center teach riding skills.
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Although ancient Native Americans
did not establish settlements up Rock
Creek, they were frequent visitors.

1590 engraving
of a Native chief
in Virginia

I

t was probably 13,000 years ago, as glaciers advanced as far south as Pennsylvania, that indigenous people
first came to Rock Creek Valley. They were nomadic hunter-gatherers living on berries, nuts and roots,
along with game ranging from beavers to mastodons. Fast-forward several millennia, and a warmer climate
melted the glaciers — creating rivers, streams and the Chesapeake Bay. Though larger animals died out,
a rich variety of fish and plant life allowed the Indians to form more permanent villages, perhaps even
at the mouth of Rock Creek.
About 4,000 years ago, these Native Americans left behind the first evidence of visits to the valley. In
addition to using the area as hunting and fishing grounds, they also had journeyed from their riverside
villages to take advantage of Rock Creek’s rocks.

In one pit about 250 feet east of Rock Creek, archeologists unearthed the remains of a
woman who had been cremated and then buried along with such artifacts as shark teeth,
a comb carved from an antler and woven cloth made of pawpaw fiber. Because these
objects are similar to those found in Native American graves in New York and Delaware, researchers believe the “Whitehurst Woman” could represent the first wave of
Algonquians into the Chesapeake region about 1,300 years ago. Around this time,
indians were establishing a network of foot trails that served as trade routes along the
East Coast and as far inland as the Ohio Valley.

Colonial History

In 1608 Captain John Smith sailed up the Potomac, and his party may have been the first non-Indians to
observe Rock Creek. The Natives encountered by Smith and other early European explorers lived in sizable
towns during the spring and fall when they planted and harvested corn. In other seasons, groups of Natives
would go on hunting and fishing expeditions — and Rock Creek Valley was a likely destination.
The arrival of Europeans scattered the local Algonquian Indians — including tribes whose names may sound
familiar today, including the Patawomeck, Patuxant, Piscataway, Mattawomen and various tribes controlled by
Powhatan. New diseases decimated their populations. The Susquehannock, Massawomeck and other tribes
sent war parties into the area, vying for dominance. France and England also used allies among the Indians to
attack their enemies. The violence made Rock Creek Valley too dangerous for new settlers. Only when the
1722 Treaty of Albany provided some peace and stability did tenant farmers — many of them new German
and Scottish immigrants — move into the wilderness and establish the first farms in the area that is now Rock
Creek Park.
Even well into the 18th century, colonists used as landmarks so-called “Indian old fields” — including one
clearing near the confluence of Broad Branch and Rock Creek. In these places, Native Americans may have
burned away sections of forest to generate new growth that would attract game.

Indians and the Park

Camping and Quarrying

Rock Creek Park includes the Indian quarry
sites along Piney Branch thanks to lobbying
during the 1920s by William Henry Holmes
himself. He called the land “a sacred spot”
which deserved preservation “not only on
account of its romantic beauty” but also
because it was “the site on which for hundreds,
possibly thousands of years, the Indian tribes of
the Potomac Valley quarried quartzite boulders
from which they roughed out … their implements of war and the chase.”

Archeological evidence shows that Indians established campgrounds in the bluffs above Rock Creek. Most prominently in the
hillsides overlooking Piney Branch, they pried away stones of
quartzite using deer antlers, bone tools or wooden levers. They
broke the stones into almond-shaped forms several inches long,
which they took back to camp and shaped into spear points.
Natives also carved cooking vessels from boulders of soapstone
they quarried in the area we today call Soapstone Valley.
Dark shading in 1897 map denotes Indian quarry sites in
hillsides between the DC neighborhoods of Crestwood
(top) and Mount Pleasant (bottom). Added shading shows
Piney Branch creek (blue) and the route of present-day
16th Street (green).

One of America’s first renowned archeologists, William Henry
Holmes of the Smithsonian’s Bureau of American Ethnology,
studied these quarry and camp sites between 1889 and 1894.
He realized that the countless chunks of quartzite left behind
represented stone that had been rejected and discarded.

Further Digging
Other archeologically significant sites along Rock Creek
have been discovered in the shadow of the Whitehurst
Freeway. The wide variety of arrowheads, spear points
and pottery pieces suggest that these places were used
as camping grounds by Native peoples time and again
from some 6,000 years ago until the arrival of Europeans.
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Quartzite rock, as it would have been shaped from oval “blank”
to finished spear point.
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Discovered in
the same pit
as the buried
remains of the
In“Whitehurst
Woman” were
fragments of a
comb made
from antler.

Klingle Mansion also has an Indian connection. After Joshua Peirce Klingle inherited the
property from uncle Joshua Peirce in 1869, Mrs.
Klingle hung two portraits in the parlor depicting her ancestors: Pocahontas and Powhatan.
Some of the same Native American tribes
described by John Smith live on today — and several have succeeded in their hard-won effort to gain official
recognition. Many local families still trace their ancestry to American Indians who settled along the Potomac.

This section of a 1624 map based on the early explorations of John Smith shows
Indian tribes, towns and place names along the Potomac River. North is to the
right — with the approximate location of the future District of Columbia
(and Rock Creek) denoted by a green star. Across the river (near the present-day
Pentagon) was a Native settlement called Namoraughquend, which Smith was
told meant “place where fish are caught.”

Chieftain of Virginia (engraving by Theodor de Bry after watercolor by John White), 1590: Library of Congress; quarry map: Fifteenth annual report
of the Bureau of Ethnography to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1893-94 (1897); Quartzite progression from blank to spear point,
Whitehurst comb: National Park Service; Virginia, discovered and discribed by Captayn John Smith, 1606; graven by William Hole (London,
1624): Library of Congress.
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